PageCloud Change Log

Forms - Inbox (Open Beta)
New

Philip, Director of Growth

Inbox gives you the ability to view and manage your PageCloud Form
submissions. With Inbox, you can:
Reply to submissions directly through the app
Track individual form performance
Mark unwanted submissions as SPAM
Export form submissions (CSV, XLS, XLSX)

Note: To name or rename a form - select any form within the PageCloud Editor
and click on "EDIT SETTINGS".

As always, we appreciate your feedback!

Various app improvements
Improvement

Philip, Director of Growth

The following enhancements have recently been released:
New interface for previews

Site filtering in dashboard: ALL, DRAFT, PUBLISHED

Customize the number of lines for text-areas in PageCloud Forms

Increased save speed and better font handling thanks to improvement in
front loading API
Ability to edit your site or blog immediately after save

Various bug fixes
Fix

Philip, Director of Growth

The following bugs and race conditions have recently been fixed:
Groups can't be nudged with arrow keys
Ungrouping loses mobile positioning
Save condition causing navigation to wrap onto multiple lines (desktop)
Updating Google Analytics with open editor session breaks tracking for
that page
Text display issues caused by zero width joiners being added to
unsupported fonts

Draft sites
New

Philip, Director of Growth

This feature gives PageCloud customers* the ability to create additional sites
without having to pay until the website is published.
Draft sites can help when you are:
Creating mockups for potential clients
In the building phase of a new website project
Trying out new PageCloud templates or features
Rebuilding or refreshing your website design

To create a new draft site, click on CREATE NEW SITE from your dashboard.
Questions? Feedback?
Let us know!
*Requires one active PageCloud subscription.

New PageCloud Form Builder
New

Philip, Director of Growth

We are happy to announce that we've just released the first version of
PageCloud's completely redesigned form builder.

Here are some of the core improvements:
Focused editing experience with redesigned editor
Set of pre-built forms - easy to add & customize
Resize width to fit your design
Add & customize a variety of field types (ex: checkbox, radio, button,
dropdown, etc.)
Reorder form fields with drag and drop
Style changes get applied to all fields (ex: colors, fonts, borders, shadows,
opacity, etc.)
Vertical space and padding are controlled with a range slider instead of
drag (to ensure consistency)
Ability to add placeholder text
Ability to make fields required
Automatic email validation & Google Invisible Recaptcha to reduce SPAM
Important (1): If you want to update your existing forms to the new and
improved version (optional), select a form and click on "UPDATE TO NEW
FORM BUILDER". You can also delete the form and recreate it using the new
form builder.
Important (2): Subsequent versions of forms will include features such as:

Additional field types
Ability to view/manage/export form submissions in-app
Ability to connect to select third party tools
Additional styling options (ex: horizontal forms)
As always, we appreciate your feedback!

Desktop > Mobile Inheritance
New

Philip, Director of Growth

From now on, mobile styles will be inherited from desktop styles, unless
explicit mobile styles are applied. Reseting mobile styles will reset desktop to
mobile inheritance.
Here is a video that explains how it works:

NOTE: If you update a style attribute in the mobile editor it will become
independent from desktop changes.

Ex: If you change the font-family in the mobile editor, the font-family attribute
will be independent from desktop.

Favicon Syncing
Fix

Fix

Philip, Director of Growth

A number of PageCloud customers were experiencing an issue where their
website icon (also known as a Favicon) was reverting back to the default
PageCloud logo. This bug has been resolved.
Please note that the “F+A+V” shortcut has been removed from the PageCloud
editor. Moving forward, you will need to go to your SITE SETTINGS in order to
add or update your favicon.

Preferred URL
New

Philip, Director of Growth

Once your custom domain is properly set up , PageCloud gives you the ability
to choose your preferred URL. PageCloud will automatically redirect all
relevant pages to your prefered URL.
For example: https://pagecloud.com will redirect to
https://www.pagecloud.com because www.pagecloud.com is the preferred
domain.

Automatic SSL
New

Philip, Director of Growth

PageCloud natively sets up an SSL certificate (HTTPS) for your custom domain
when all of the records are entered correctly on your domain registrar. On top
of helping your site’s SEO, Automatic SSL helps ensure your users data is
always encrypted and secure.

Custom Domain Diagnostics
New

Philip, Director of Growth

Philip, Director of Growth

PageCloud’s Custom Domain Diagnostics, located in your SITE SETTINGS,
helps you diagnose errors related to your custom domain setup.
If your custom domain isn’t properly set up, PageCloud will display your
“Actual DNS Entries” and how they compare to “Expected DNS Entries”. You
will also get information about how to resolve any issues that may arise.
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